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This study, undertaken by RAND for the Office of the 

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Intemational Security 

Affairs). represents an attempt to enlarge our know1.edge 

of crisis management and the control of limited war 
situations. 

The present edition of the study is a condensation 

that offers an annotated but compressed chronology of 

events together with an analysis of tbe Taiwan Straits 

cri1ia and of its lessons for those concerned with crisis 

management. The detailed history oi this crisis has been 

reserved for another publieation. now in preparation, 

which will offer a unique collection of data gleaned from 

a great variety of sources, official and otherwise. 

The study focuses primarily on American decision

making and Am~rica's relations with its Chinese Nationalist 

allies simply because of the relative scarcity of materials 

on Chinese Communist decision making and on Sino-Soviet 

relations. 

Many of the data for this study, particularly on 

COD111Unist behavior, come from unclassified sources, 

including Western and Communist newspapers and Coaaunist 

radio broadcasts. In addition t the author has examf.ned 

V .S. government clausified f.Ues in various agencies in 

Washington. including the Department of State and Office 

of the Secretary of Defense. He has also consulted 

materials at CINCPAC headquarters and the Taiwan Defense 

Command in Taipeit as well as unclassified material in 

the Dull~s collection at irinceton University. Most of 
the Ame:ican decision makers involved in the crisis 

1 
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have been personally inte:-viewed. Their request for 

anonymity has been honored. lbe interview• were relied 

upon mainly to recall moods and impre8sions during the 
crisis and, where possible, to fill gaps in the 1tory 

whenever the documents thems~lves were incomplete. As is 
general_ly the case, the memories of those interviewed were 
somtimes hazy as to the details of what bad taken place. 
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SUMMARY 

Apart from its historical interest, the Taiwan 
Straits crisis of 1958 is rich in implication• for those 

involved in crisis management. lt pointa up, for example, 
the troublesome problem of assessing the political co1t1 
of giving up territory that has little or no military 
value. The difficulty of t~is assessment led the Unite~ 

States in 19S8 to "play it safe" by overemphasizing the 

consequences of losing Quemoy to the Chinese COIIIDUnists. 

For both Peking and Washington, of course, the real 
issue was not the fate of Quemoy but the future of Taiwan. 

United States policy on Quemoy and other off-shore islands 

was not at first clear to the Chinese. 1'he Coamunists 
therefo=e embarked on a probing operation to teat the 

strength of the U.S. commitment to defend Quemoy. In 

reaponae to Coamunist pres&ure, the United States took 
the line that Taiwan's security depended on the retention 

of Quemoy. This position encouraged the Nationalist 

leadership to hope for larger-scale U.S. action in ,rupport 
of their aims. 

Although the Chinese Nationalist g~vernment failed 
to draw the United States into a major military confronta
tion with the Comnunist mainland, it d:f.c1 succeed to a 

surprising degree in influencing U.S. policy. 'l'hls 

tendency was offset to some extent by the skill with 

which local U.S. ~ilitary leaders exercised for pclitical 

ends the authority delegated to them by the civil adminis
tration i.n WasM.ngton. 
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Contrary to the opinions of some scholars, the Taiwan 

crisis does not provide incontestable evidence of a clash 

between Moscow and Peking. Indeed, it was probably one 

of the last instances of close Sino-Soviet cooperstion in 
inte?:national political maneuvering. 
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I0'1'I OM 'l'DMINOLOGY 

Die i1land1 vbicb came under attack in Augu•t 1958 are 

referred to by the Chf.Deae Nationaliata, •• well a• by the 

Amarican militaxy, •• the "11mne11 I • landa." However, in 

accordance with the Department of ,~tate, OSD, and general 
public u•age, the term "Quemoy" la ftlployed throughout the 

• tudy. 1'he Quemoy Ialand chain con1i1te of Big Quemoy, 

Llttl• Quemoy, Ta-tan, lrh•tan, and aeveral smaller islanda . 

'Iba tem "Qu~y" 11 used to refer both to the single 
island of Ilg Quemoy and t:> the entire island chain. The 

reader ahould have no difficulty in determining 1n context 

what la •ant. Tbe#govemment which control• Taiwan and 

tbe Offshore Islands la called the Government of the 

bpubl:lc of Chloa (GIC), the t;erm frequently used• particu

larly within the Department of State. Ita more common 

public designation, tho Chinese Nationalists, ia also 

employed. The governmer.t controlling the mainland of 

China is 1poken of simply as the Chinase Coamunista or, 
llben quoting Communist 1ource1, aa the Penple'a Republic 

of China (PIC). Other abbreviations and de•ignationa 

uaed •re epelled out the first time they appear in the 

text. 
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I. THE CRISIS IN BRIEF 

The first sign of a possible crisis in the Taiwan 

Straits came on June 30, 1958, when the Chinese Communists 

demanded a resumption of the Sino-American ambassadorial 
talks. The first military action came in lat• July in the 

form of air clashes over the Taiwan Straits and the Chinese 
mainland. During July the Chineae Nationalists began to 

' anticipate a C0111Dunist move against the Offshore Islands. 
Urging the United States to commit itself publicly to the . 
defense of the Offshore Islands, they also aought modern 

equipment for their armed forces, including the delivery 
of American .Sidewinder missiles. 

While the United States refused to issue a public 

statement indicating that it would defend Quemoy 1 it did 

increase its military assistance to the Government cf the 
Republic of China (CRC) and began intensive contingency 
planning for a crisis in the Taiwan Straits. The basic 

policy of the American government was that it would help 

defend the Offshore Islands only if necessary for the 
def~nse of Taiwan. American officials in the field, how
ever, were authorized to assist the GRC in planning for 

the defense cf the Islan~s. and aasumed that nuclear 
weapons would be used to counter anything but very light 
probing by the Chi~e~e Commµnists. 

In early A~gust, officials in Washington bec~me con

cerned with the possibility of a crisis, although they did 
not expect the Chinese Comnunists to launch a major 

military attack. During that same month, a consensus 

developed that a high-level decision should be made as to 

-~ .,~ .. _.. _____ ...,.. 
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what the American reaction would be to an air-sea inter• 

diction campaign against the Offshore Islands. There was 

also strong pressure for a diplomatic warning to the 

Chinese Co111DUnists that the United States would not toler

ate the fall of Quemoy. 

On August 22 it was decided, just below the presiden

tial l~vel, that the United States would participate in 

the defense of the Offshore Islands if they came under 

attack. It was agreed that, as an attempt to deter a 

Chinese Communist _move, a public statement clarifying the 

American position would be issued in the form of an 

exchange of letters between Secretary of State Dulles and 

Representative Thomas Morgan . 

THE CRISIS ERUPTS: THE U.S. DECISION TO INTERVENE 

On August 23, 1958, at 6:30 p.m. Taiwan time, the 

Chinese Cotr111unists leunched a heavy artillery attack 

against the Quemoy Islands. Although anticipated by a 

number of planners, the attack provoked a reevaluation of 

American policy towards the Offshore Islands . 
During the weekend of August 23 and 24, officials in 

the Pentagon and the State Department worked on position 
papers for a meeting to be held at the White House on the 

25th. The basic position paper of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff, like most of the subsequent papers, was prepared 

in the political-military section of the Office of the 

Chief of Naval Operations. Urging the United States to 

involve itself in the defense of the Offshore Islands, this 

paper stated bluntly that, alth~ugh initial operations 

might have to be conventional for political reason,, 

i 
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atomic strikes against the Chinese mainland would eventually 

be neceasary if the Chinese Communist move was to be stopped 

effectively and quickly. At thi• meeting, approval waa 

given to the Navy paper authorizing CINCPAC to reinforce 

American capability and to prepare to escort supply ships 

to the Offshore Islands. CINCPAC was alao authorized to 
prepare to assist in the event of a major assault against 
Quemoy. Aware of the problems that would arise if the 
Chinese Nationalists were to know the f~ll extent of the 
American coamitment to the Offshore Islands, Washington 

ordered the Taiwan Defense Commander not to inform the 

GRC of planned American moves. It was also decided that 

American intereats in the Offshore Islands would be 
limited to the islands of Big an4 Little Quemoy and the 

five larger islands in the Matsu chain. 

Amer"ican officials en Hawaii and Taiwan approved of 

Washington's decisions, taking exception only to the 
possibility that initial actions might have to be conven• 
tional. CINCPAC responded by ordering his subordinate 

coamanders to prepare a conventional-weapon annex for the 

existing operations r,lan. At the same time, in the la1t 

week of August, American military actions in the Taiwan 
Straits and in the Far Eaat in general wen substantially 
1tepped up as a means of coamunicating American det~rmina• 

tion to the Chine1e COD111Uni1ts. The Chinese Nation1li1t1, 
who were reacting favorably to the step• taken bT the 

United States, continued to pre•• for a public statement 

that America would regard an attack on Quemoy •• an attack 
on Taiwan. They al10 asked for an American convoy to 
Quemoy and 1tand-by authority for the Taiwan Defense 
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Coaaander to participate in the defenae of Qllemoy in the 

event of an all-out Chinese Communist a1aault. By Aupat 28, 
American ~fficiala in the field ' were reporting that the 
critical issue was the supplying of Quemoy, and attention 

then cam to be focuaeo on this problem. 

THE CHINESE COMMUNIST PROBE (August 23-31) 

The Chinese Communist attack began with the firing 
of some 40,000 shells against the Quemoy Islands on 
August 23, 1958. The initial fire was directed at a 

ceremony welcoming the Chinese Nationalist Defense Minister 
to Quemoy. Following this, the Chinese Comnunists, by a 

combination of artillery fire and PT boat action, succeeded 

in preventing any landing of supplies until American 
escorted convoys began to sail on September 7. Artillery 
fire remained heavy during the first two weeks of the 

crisis and was directed mainly at incoming convoy a. At 
the same time, a number of a,.r engagements took place in 

which the Chinese Nationalists very quickly demonstrated 
their superiority over the Chinese Communists. 

During the first two weeks ~f the crisis, Chinese 
Coamunist propaganda tended to play down the events in the 
Taiw~n Straits. The People's Daily simply reported what 
was in fact taking place. Soviet propag,nda followed the 
same line by denying that a major crisis was occurring. 
The Chinese CoD1DUni1ta, however, did begin to beam a 

aeries of radio broadcasts at Quemoy, calling upon the 
garrison to ,r~rrender and warning that it was cut off and 
isolated. 
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1111 U.S. IJ£CISION TO ESCOllT ·\ ... ~. : /,.,_ ... 

l'ollowing the decision to prepare for escort and the 

tacit decision that the United Stat•• would defend the 
Offshore lslanda, planning in Washington focuaed on moves 
for deterring• Chinese Communist invaalon of Quemoy. 
1'be government also began to iaaue • aeries of public 
1tatment1 strongly auggesting that the United States 
wou).d be involved in the defense of Quemo:,. Concern even 

c- to be expreaaed at hip-level meetings that the 
Chinese Rationali1ts might not be doing all they ~ould to 

deal with the aituation and might indeed be tr:,iq to pull 
the United State• into• major war with the Chinese 
Ccmmniata. 

A 1econd meeting at the White Bouse on Auguat 29 
authorized Amrican eacorts for G1tC convoy• to within 
three miles of Quemoy. Thia decision was haediately 
diaclosed to the CIC• and plan• were mada for auch 
convoying. 

THI CHINESE CMIU!fISTS ltlASSESS THEIi. STRATEGY , 

Intense Chinese Coaaunist military action aaaiast 
the Offshore Ialanda began to taper off early in September. 
The Rationalists, incnaaingly confident that the United 

States would undertake escort operations, began to 
reduce aubatantiall:, their efforts to ~'eaupply the 
lalanda. At the aae time, the Chine,e Coallll"llata 
brought their artillery action to a virtual ceaaefire 

after September 2. Chinese Communiat propaganda continued 

to play down the crlaia but did begin to report aome crltl• 

elem of the American position in the West. On September 4 • 

~UNCLASSIFIED 
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the Chinese Communists announ:ed their claim to a twelve

mile limit• which would put all of the Offshore Islands 

vithin their territorial water,. On September S, Pravda _ 

atated in an "Observer" article that the Soviet Union 

could not "stand idly by" if things happened "on the 

frontier territory of its great ally," and that an attack 

on the mainland would cause the Soviet Union to help the 

Chinese Communists. On September 6, Chinese Communist 
Premier Chou En•lai issued a public statement offering to 

nopen the Sino•American ambassadorial talka. The Chinese 

Coaaunist People's Daily devoted most of its front page 

to Chou's statement and thereafter began to publicize the 

developing crisis. Meanwhile, the Mainland Chinese 

inaugurated a series of public meetings calling for the 

liberation of Taiwan. 

THE U .S, DECISION TO DEFEND QUEMOY 

American officials hoped that increased American 
military action in the Taiwan Straits, inclading the 
escort of GRC supply ve,aela to within three milea of 

Quemoy as well as American public statements• would 

alleviate the crisis by both deterring a Chinese C0111DUnist 

invasion and breaking the blockade. The series of 

American statements publicly expressing U.S. interest in 

keeping Quemoy out of Chinese Communist hands reached a 
climax after Secretary Dullea met with President Eisenh.n,er 

at Newport, Rhode Island. In a formal statement, the 

American governmenc announced that the security of Taiwan 

had become increasingly related to the defense of Quea:oy. 

Following thiA ,tatement, Dullea held a press briefing 

I 
j 
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in which he went very far tow~rd making clear the American . 
determination to defend Quemoy. 

While marking time in their efforts to resupply the 

Islands, the GRC began pressing the United States for per

mission to bomb the mainland and for greater American 

involvement in the crisis. American officials on Taiwan, 

urging restraint on the GllC, went forward with plans for 

an escorted convoy, scheduled to set sail on September 7. 
On September 2, Dullea met with members of the Joint 

Chiefs and other top officials to formulate the basic 

American position in the crisis and to define American 
' policy in the event of a Chinese Communist invasion of 

the Offshore Islands. At this meeting there was consider

able debate on the question of to what extent Quemoy could 

be defended without nuclear weapons and on the more 

general question of the wisdom of relying on nuclear 
weapons 

the use 

fr.r the 

t~r deterrence. The consensus reached was that 

of nuclear weapons would ultimately be necessary 

defense of Quemoy, but that the United States 

should limit itself initially to using conventional forces. 

The next meeting on September 3 authorized a formal 

paper urging the President to agree to an American defense 

of the Offshore Islands. At the same time, it was 

recognized that it was important to make Ul'Ullidtakably 

clear to the Chinese Comnunists that the United States was 

prepared to int~rvene in order to deter a possible Chinese 

Comaunist move. ~ollowing this, Eisenhower met with 

Dullea at Newport, and then the President retumed to 

Washington for another White House consultation on the 

crisis. Thia meeting considered a paper prepared by the 

· :UNCLASSIFIED 



Joint Chiefs on proposed American policy in the event of 

• Communist invasion of Quemoy. 

At the White House meeting on September 6, the 

President authorized the Joint Chiefs to ~mploy American 
conventional forces in the event of a major assault on the 
Offshore Islands. Nuclear weapons were to be used only 
with the President's permission. 

THE PROLONGED BLOCKADE: COMMUNIST MOVES (September 7-

•0ctober 6) 

On the morning of September 7, the first U.S. 
escorted Chinese Nationalist convoy set out for Quemoy. 

The convoy beached in Lialo Bay without ir.terference and 

with no Chinese Communist artillery fire. The beaching 
operation, however, was so inept as to lead the Taiwan 
Defense Command to propose a halt in convoy operations 
until techniques could be corrected. The Chinese Nation

alists rejected this delay and, o;.. ~el'::ember 8, the second 
convoy set out with a reduced escort. Two hours after 

the convoy reached the beach, the Chinese Communists 

opened fire with a heavy barrage that prevented the land
ing of any supplies. Through the month of September the 
Chinese Nationalists sent to Quemoy a series of American
escorted convoys that came under moderate to heavy Comnu

nist artillery fire and, until late in the month, succeeded 
in landing only very small quantities of supplies. 

Attempts were also made to land supplies by aerial drop, 

• technique that also improved in late September. Several 
air battles ensued, in which the Chinese Nationalists, 

uaing the American Sidewinder missiles, markedly outclassed 

the Chinese Conmunists and destroyed a number of MIGs. 
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Chinese Communist propaganda, foreign and dome1tic, 

focused on the crisis during September and early· October. 
' ' 

On September 8, Soviet Premier lhruahchev, in.a letter to 

President Eisenhower• gave strong s~pport to .the Chinese 

Communist position. An attack on China, ,he warned, 1'0uld 

be considered an •ti.•ck on the Soviet Union and the·· 

Soviets would do everything to defend the 1ecc.rity of 

both stetes. Khrushchev also argued that the Chinese 
COIIIIIUnist operation against the Offshore Islands vas a··· 

purely internal affair. During this period the·Chtneae 

began to issue a series of wamings against American 
' I 

intrusion into Chinese Communist territory,• aeries 
they have continued into the present. In mid-September. 
Chinese Coamuni5t propaganda appeared to be aimed at 

minimizing the consequences of their failure to take 

· Quemoy and. at the same time, at exacerbating US-GR.C 

relations. On September 19, Khrushchev sent • second 

letter to Eisenhower w~rning tha~ a world war waa possible 

and that the Soviet Union would honor its comnitments to 

C011111Unist China. The letter was rejected by the American 
government • 

THE PROLONGED BLOCKADE; REACTION ON TAIWAN !"t_!?_ 1N THE 

ntw 

From September 7 to October 6. the GJlC. with u.s . · 
military assistance and convoy support, gradually improve~ 

ita ability to land supplies on Quemoy. It also c~ntinued 

to press for greater United States involvement in the 

crisis and for permission to bomb the mainland. While· 

CRC officials still affirmed that they_would try to honor 
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their conmitment to consult the United Stat•• betoi-•
attacking the mainland, they stressed that attacks on the 

main~and might be nece11ary. Apparently the CIC was 
atill trying to manipulate even.ts so as to draw the 

United States into a greater military involveamnt againat 
the Chinese Comnuniata. U.S. official• in the field, 

attempting to develop an accurat~ picture of die reaupply 
aituation on Quemoy, aought to aid the GIC reaupply effort 

and to demonstrate to the Chinese Communist• that the 

United States would be involved in the defense of the 
Offshore Islands. In addition, military officer, were 

engaged in crash planning for possible large-ecale conven
tional operations in the Taiwan Straits. This continge~cy 
planning produced a bitter reaction. among 1ome officials, 

vho felt that large•1cale conventional operations wer• 
unrealistic. 

THE PROLONGED BLOCKADE: PUBLIC DEBATE AND DECISION MAKING 

During September, public opposition to American 
involvement in defense of .the ·Offshore Islands continued 
to mount in the United States and abroad. American offi

cials were aware of this oppo~ition and felt constrained 
by it. The United States sought to answr its critics in 
a aerie• of public atatementa and to warn Peking that the 
United States would be involved in the defense of Quemoy. 

Ia a major address on September 11 1 President Eisenhower 

indicated that Quemoy would not be pex:mitted to f•ll. 

There was considerable uncertainty in Washington 
during Septemb,./~ as to whether or not the Co111DUniat 

blockade could be broken by American-escorted convoys. 
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During this period •~ attention was gf.ven ~o ~h• .. P.~.~•J· 
bility of• negotiated settlement. Proposals to demili• 

tarize the Offshore Islands, originatiag in the hiaheat 
• ~ ~- ' 1 ~ 

office of the State Department, met with conaider,ble 
akepticism from lower State Department official, and 

. . ,., . ~ 

from th~ Navy. But American officials were generally . . . 
agreed both on the need to defend the Off shore Ia lands .. 
in the event of assault and also on the ~ed to explain 
publicly the Ameri~an position. _At the same time,~ 

conHnsua was developing that the Chinese Nationalists 
wre seeking to drag the United States into• major 

military clash and that these efforts had to be resisted. 
' · 1 

The question of whether or not the blockade could 
t be broken became of considerable importance in Washington 

decision making. By September 25, American officials had 
concluded that the blockade could be broken and that there ... 
was ·no need to pursue a diplomatic course toward a 
political settlement. 

Following Chou En-lai's publi~ statement on 
September 6 urging reopening uf -the Sino-American talkf~ 
the United States publicly reaffirmed its willi"inesa, 
privately conveyed to the Chinese COU1DUnist1 prior to 
August 23, to resume the talks at an ambassadorial level. 
After some further negotiations with the Chinese Commu-

• 
aiata aa well as the Chinese Nationalists, U.S. Ambassador 
Jacob Beam held the first of the renewed Warsaw talks 

with Chinese Communist Ambaa,ador Wang on September 15. 

During this and subsequ2nt meetings, the United States 

pressed for a ceasefire in the Taiwan Straits while the 
Chinese Communist& demanded that the United States with• 
draw from the Taiwan area. 
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0c October 6, i958, in a radio broadcait fr~ Pek~~-

the Chinese Coanunist Defense Miniater announced that / 
there would be a one-week ceasefire if th& United St•tea 

ceased to esco~t CRC convoys • . Chinese ·conauniat . ~lilcary 
• I . . ._., • · .• . 

fire did in fact come to • halt. ro1iowing the ceaaef ire, 
. .. . . . : 

Chinese COIJ1DUniat propaganda began to atresa disputes 

between the United States and the Chinese Nationaliata. 
. • i . 

On October 13, th• Chinese Comauniats announced that they 

were continuing the ceasefire for another· two .weeks. 
However, on October 20, the Chinese Communiati. announced 

that they were resuming their fire lacauae an Aarican 

ship had intruded int~ Chinese Conmunist territorial ... ... . . 

water,J. On October 25, they said that they were again 
suspending their fire. 111is time they declared that they 

would not fire on ev~•numbered days against airfields, 
beaches, and wharves il there were no American eacort. 
Thia odd~even day fire pattern has continued to the 

present. Following this latest ceasefire. Chinese COIIIDU• 

nlst propaganda took the line that they had never been 
interested in capturing only the Offshore lslanis but 

r 

were determined instead to capture both Taiwan and tha 
Offshore Islands at the eame time. 

TH! CEASEFIRE PERIOD IN WASHINGTON AND TAIP!l 

The Chinese proclamation that ita ceaaefire would 

continue only so long at the United States did not escort 
convoys touched off debates between the United States and 

the CRC. The GRC urged the United States to escort 

\ 
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convoys during the initial ceasefire period going in on 

the odd days, but the United States refused on the grounds 

that there was no military necessity for convoys. Dulles 

then began to press for a reduction in the Chinese Nation
alist garrison on Quemoy in order to give the impression 

tha~ the United States had gone about as far as it could 
. . . 

in pursuing a policy opposed by its·allies and by the 

American public. On October 21, Dulles arrived on Taiwan. 
In a aeries of meetings with Chiang Kai-shek, he pressed 
Chiang ~or a public statement renouncing the use of force 

in any attempt to return to the mainland and succeeded in 

getting GRC _acceptance to a communique stating this point. 

It was also agreed that there would be a limited reduction 
,~ of the rarrison on Quemoy in return for increased U.S. 

military fire power on the Islands. 

' 
---.. ,....~ .... ,-.:,...._,"'~--------,.... ............. ------------------------- ------t 
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II, THE IMPACT OF THE CRISIS 

By the end of 19·ss, events· in the Taiwan Strait, had 

returned to the pre-July level. The Chinese Conmunists 

continued to issue "serious warnings" and to abell Quemoy 

on odd days, but they made no attempt to blockade the Off• 

shore Islands. Following the Dulles visit to Taiwan and 
the events which flowed from it, including the renunciation 

of force by the GRC and the decrease in the number of their 
troops on the Offshore Islands, there were no major changes 

in Ame-~tcan policy. Nevertheless the cri1il did affect, to 

some extent, the policies of all countries involved with 

the Islands. This chapter explores this impact, and a 

concluding chapter considers the implications that are of 

consequence in the management of crises. 

CHINESE COMMUNIST PERSPECTIVE ON THE CRISIS 

The dominant lesson for the Chinese Communists was 

America's determination to defend its interests by not 
all-:,wing Quemoy to fall. The hope with which Peking began 

the crisis proved in the end to be illusory. However, it 
is necessary to go beyond this and to estimate for the 

Chinese the costs and gains of their action. 

Their ,najor failure was that the United States did 

not either force a withdrawal from Quemoy or allow its 
CRC garrison to fall. and so undermine the ChiRng ICai•shek 

regime on Taiwan. The crisis thus made it clear to the 

Chinese Communists that they could not hope to capture 

Qu•rnoy and that Taiwan waR not likely to be theirs for 

some time to come. Whatever gains they were to make 
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elaewhere intemally or extemallyt they would have to 

accept the fact that there would_ continue to be a ri·val 

regime on Taiwan supported by the United States. 

In addition, the Chine9e Communists suffered in their 
own eyes and perhaps in the eyes of others from having 

, tarted something they could not finish. As noted above, 
they anticipated this outcome at the beginning of the 
criais and began to suggest fairly early that they were 
not interested in capturing the Offshore Islands. They 

first gave voice to this line in early September and 

1tre11ed it during the c~asefire period. For examplet 
Anna Louis Strong, in an article written in Peking and 

published in a Soviet journal, argued that Peking pre• 

ferred to have the Offshore Islands remain in Nationalist 
* hands. More officiallyt the Chinese Communist ForeiJn 

Minister suggested to diplomats in Peking that the Chinese 

were not interested in capturing Quemoy. During the early 

atages of the crisis the Chinese Communists kept their 
propaganda, except that directed exclusively against the 
Offshore Islands, in a reasonably low key so as to .miti

gate their loss of prestige should the operation fail. 

The Chinese Communists'claim that the United States 
was a "paper tiger" proved to be false. Whatever the 
Sino-Soviet understanding about the crisis may have been, 
it is clear that it tended to disprove the Chinese Coamu
nist position that the United States was weak and WO\lld 
back down under pressure. lt should be kept in mind, 

however, that the Russians were shortly to make their own 
teat of American resolve over Berlin . 

* Anna Louis Strong, "Chinese Strategy in the Taiwan 
Straitt" New Times, Moscow, November 1958. 
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The Chine•e Communist• auffered a rather aigu1f1cant 
1011 in the build-up of GRC materiel and equipmea~ !i-oai 
the United States, in_ particular the Sidevinder air-to-air 
m:l.aailes and the 8-inch howitzers and other· artillery for 
deployment on Quemoy. During the criaia anJ after it• the 

United States pexm;f.tted a very majoz: incruae in the 
military defeosea of Quemoy, including, for the firat 
time, mining of the waters around Que-.noy aa well aa . step• 

ping up military assistance in general to the Nationalist 

regime. The crisis also strengthened the American comnit

ment to defend the Offshore Ialanda, which at loaat ln one 

sense vaa a loaa to Peking. The United Statea also became 
more aware of Chinese Communist weakness and caution. 

To aome extent, these loaaea were offaet by a 11U11ber 
of gains for the Chinese Communist,. Moat important per
haps was the exacerbation of U.S.-GJlC relationa in the 

dispute over the way the Chineae C0111DUni1t1 had brought 

the crisis to a halt. In add~tion, American official• on 
Taiwan and in Washington believed all the mo?'e fimly that 
the GRC wanted to drag the Unite~ Statee into a major war 
with the Chinese Communists, and the G1lC wa1 confirmed in 
its belief that the United States did not completely trust 
it. The United States had also demon1trated that it could 

not be provoked fnto allowing the GRC to attack the mainland. 
Soon after the crisis, there was negotiated, lo a 

manner suggesting two hostile partner,, a reduction in the 
size of the Quemoy garriaon, and Chiang, in a communiqu~ 

issued after the Dullea visit, publicly renounced the .use 

of force to retum to the mainland. The poaaibility that 

the Chinese Nationalists with or without American support 

I ~I •• ._ • '\ -...-. 
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would attempt to return to the mainland waa aignificantly 
reduced. The American intention to keep the GIC "leaabed" 

va• •cS. clear. 
Add~d to ite impact on u.s.-GRC relationa, Chineae 

Comnuniat action in the Taiwan Straits had the effect of 
eliciting a 1t£~ng etatement of Soviet support. The 

~ruahchev letters to Eisenhower gave the Chinese C~
ni•t• added aasurauce that the Soviets would come to their 
aid in the event of a nuclear attack by the United States 
upon the Ch~neae mainland. 

1'be Chinese Communist action, beyond demonstrating 
Chin•'• ability to exacerbate international tension, also 
Hned to check the two-China trend by tying the United 

States more closely to the defense of Quemoy and by 1ep

aratiog .the United States further from !.ta allies and 
neutral nations. Some countriE·I had been prepared to 
defend or recognize Taiwan as an indepe~dent regime, but 
they were not about to accept a government on Taiwan that 
claimed to be the Government of all of China. Fina~ly, the 

j 

Offshore Islands, which had alwaya been mainland Gh~ae 
territory, remained in Nationalist hands not only•• a 
check against the two-China trend but available for pres
sure move• by the Chinese Communists at any time they 
might think such pressure to be in their interest. 

flws it would be wrong to conclude that the Chineae 
C~niat• would never •gain move against the Offshore 
Islands if they thought that they could succeed either 

because the United Statea might force the Nationaliata to 
withdraw from the Islands or, by standing aaide, allow 
the CR.C to be defeated. The Chinese Communists learned 

··-----------
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from the criait that the United States would not over-

react or allow the cac to over-react by ~lng the uin• 

land, and they discovered. too. that there were considerable 
gains even from an 111:aucceasful move again1t the Offshore 

lalands. And whatever ~ coata of IUCh a 110Ve • they were 

neither very aerlouc no-:. iJemaDeDt. The Chiaeae Comau

niata, then, if cbey have reaeon to believe that their -
major foreign policy objeci:l• of securing the elimina-

~ion of the Chiang Kai-ahek regime might be obtained by 

renewed pressure a against the Offshore Itlanda, may well 
be willing to try again. 

SINO-SOVIET RELATIONS 

Much has been written about Sino-Soviet relations in 
the Quemoy crisis. Many analysts have pointed to the 

crisia as one of the first concrete instance& of Sino
Soviet disagreement. Others, including most government 

officials at the time and some scholars, have concluded 
that there was no Sino-Soviet disagreement during the 
Quemoy crisis. In determining the truth cf this matter. 

it should perhaps be emphasized at the outset that there 
ia virtually no hard evidence. It is largely a matter of 
interpreting what meager data there are. 

There 11 not, so far as the author kn0111, any clas1i
fied information that 1heda light directly on the nature 
of Sino-Soviet relations during the 19S8 Taiwan Straits 

crisis. Any analysis of the que1tion depends then on 
inferences drawn from overt Soviet behavior durln,t the 

crisis and conjectures about what the Chines• Communists 
might have wanted the Soviets to do. It ia perhaps 
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interesting to note that all government analyses made at 

tbe t:lma and seen by ti. author conclude that there was 

close Sino-Soviet cooperation on all phases of the probe 

in the Taiwan Straits. Whether or not analysts were . .,, 
reluctant to see here the beginning of a major Sino-Soviet 

disagreement, ~hey tended to look at the crisis with the 

eXNctation that there was cooperation, and to find con
siderable evidence for it. Today, the situation is dif

ferent. Most analysts start from the supposition that 

there is considerable Sino-Soviet disagreement, a proposi
tion that is now impossible to doubt. Given thia orien
tation, they tend to lool: for and to find disagreement in 

the 1958 crisis. 

Perhaps the best way to proceed is to present the 
argument that there was substantial Sino-Soviet disagree
ment over the Quemoy crisis and then suggest why this does 

* not seem to be the correct interpretation. 
Two separate questions need to be asked about Sino-

·, Soviet relations. first, were the Soviets enthusiastic 
about the crisis and, second, if not, were they willing 

to go along? Some analysts at the time even suggested 
that the Soviets might have encouraged the Chinese to 

* The argument that there was substantial Sino-Soviet 
disagreement during the Quemoy crisis is drawn essentially 
from John ll. Thomae, "Soviet Behaviour in the Quemoy Crisis 
of 19S8," Orbis, Vol. VI, Spring, 1962, pp. 38-64, Donald 
Zagoria, The Sino-Soviet Conflict 1955-1961, Princeton 
University Press, Princeton, N.J., 1961, pp. 200-201; 
Alice Langley Hsieh, ~nist China's Strategy in the 
Nuclear Age, Prentic~-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J . , 
1962, pp. 119•130. 
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begin the move in the Taiwan Straits. The:re is no evidence 

that this was the case. The Soviets had 1111Cb leas to· gain 

from• Chinese Communist probe in the Taiwan Straits than 

did the Chinese. Furthermore t when one considers that the 

Soviets did not share the convictions of the Chinese 

Comnunists that the strategic balance between East and 

West pe~itted more aggressive Sino-Soviet moves, it seems 

highly unlikely that Khrushchev was the instigator of the 

Chinese probe. 

Khrushchev and Mao almos~ certainly discussed the 

impending Chinese Communist move at their meeting prior 

to the crisis. If ao, Mao undoubtedly outlined his 

strategy and discussed what role the Chinese vould like 

the Soviets to play. Analysts who have argued that there 

was intense Sino-Soviet disagreement over the Quemoy 
crisis have baaed their case almost entirely on tM failure 

of the Soviets to give a strong statement of support to 

t~e Chinese Comnunists at an earlier stage in the crisis. 
They point to the facts that there was even no mention of 

Taiwan in the comnuniqu4 of the Khrushchev-Mao meeting, 
little discussion of the probe in the Soviet press, and 

that the first Khrushchev statement did not come until 
afte~ the Chinese COD111Unists had offered to reopen the 

Warsaw talks with the United States. This analysis assumes 
that the Chinese Comuunists would have wanted a strong 

Soviet statement in the early stages of the crisis, and 

it ia on this that the argument for a Sino-Soviet dis

agreement depends. 

The assumption that the likelihood of Chinese. Commu

nist success would increase if the crisis began with a 

\ 
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atrong 1tatement of aupport by Soviet Premier lhruahchev 

i• open to aerioua challenge. On the contrary the likeli
hood of the United State, either fcrcing the Chinese 
Rationalists to abandon the Offshore Island• or almply 

atanding by and allowing the Islands to be captund by the 

Chineae Communists would have substantially incnaeed if 

the war had been made to appear simply a part of the . 
Chinese civil war and not a major East-West clash involving 
the p~estige of the United States and the Soviet Union. 
In other words, it would seem to have been in fact in the 
interest of the Chinese Comaunists to keep the Soviet 
Union from raiaing the atakea by challenging the United 

States. 

Lover-level stat~nts of support might have been 
useful and were to some extent forthcoming but, as indi
cated below, even such statements would have not been in 

confonaity with the basic Chinese strategy. 

There remains only the question of whether Mao and 
the Chinese Communists would have made this analysis of 

the situation. JU,d, in fact, the Chinese Communists 
understand that it was not in their interest to get a 
Russian atatement early? On this point one can be much 
leaa dogmatic. It doea appear, however, that the Chinese 

C011111Uniat• recognized that it was in their interest to 
treat the criaia in the early days as a low-level affair 
involving aimply a continuation of the civil var. 

Thua, at the l:hruahchev•Mao meeting, Mao might well 
not have asked the Soviet leader for a public statement of 

support. What he might well have asked for and received 

was an agreement to cover the Chinese C0111DUnist retreat 
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to convey to the Chinese Communists its involvement in the 

defense of Quemoy. ln seeking to implement this policy 

by action, the Administration in Washington relied in large 

measure on the initiative ~fits comnanders in the field. 

The major decisions•-to dispatch a TAC unit from the 

United States, to add an aircraft carrier group from the 

6th Fleet, to escort to within three miles of Quemoy-

were' made in Washington, but a host of other decisions, 

deci·sions probably critical in making clear American 

involvement. were inade on Taiwan and in CINCPAC head

quarters in Hawaii. Questions such as how many 3hips 

would be involved in the escort, what maneuvers to carry 

out in the Straits, and so on were decided there. Ameri

can military officers in the field were well aware of the 

task which had been given to them and responded with 

sensitivity to the problems involved. They recognized 

that the objective was to convey American involvement 

without being provocative and without bringing on a major 

clash between the United States and China. They recog

nized their responsibility and fulfilled it more easily 

than would have been the case had Washington officials 

attempted to direct every move from the Pentagon. 

~£ Washingto~ was prepared to transfer authority for 

military maneuvering in the Taiwan Straits to officers 

in the field, it was determined to keep decisions on how 

to react to invasion of Quemoy centered in Washington. 

The main issues concerned the necessary degree of delega-

tion of authority to the Joint ~hiefs and the extent to 

which the President had to make up his mind in advance. 

There was general agreement that a decision in principle 
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new 1trategy. It la lpt•~•ting t~ no.~. tha.t •t thia 
point Soviet propaganda •l•o ahifted tJ ·the new policy of . -

highlighting U.S. action• that had produced a .,ajor cri1i1. 
• 

In tbia 1econd atage, once they felt that they could not· 

tab Quemoy, the CbiHN Coaaunl1t1 were primarily con• 

cerned both to dl1gu._\1e their withdrawal and to prevent 
an over-reaction by the United State, that might lead to 

an attack on the mainland. In the latter connection, they 
cautiously avoided any military attacks on American 
vea1el1 or airplanea. They alao began a propaganda cam
paign de1igned to reduce the likelihood that the United 

State1 would react violently. Of major importance ln this 

campaign w,1 the dr•atlc Chine1e Communist offer to 
'- i, reopen the Warsaw talks. It la clear• both from the fact 

that the C~ineae C011111Uniata delayed for several weeks ln 
actually beginning the negotiations and their unwillingness 
to negotiate when the talks .began, that for the Chinese 

Communists the confrontation was • imply a symbolic geature 
rather than a move de1igned to bring about e diplomatic 

solution. In Korea they had obaerved the reluctance of 
the United State• to undertake or continue offensive 

military action, once truce negotiati~na had begun • . Per
hap• now they felt that to begin negctiationa in Warsaw 
would reduce the likelihood of an American over-reaction 

to the Chinese COD111Uni1t probe. 
tt ha• frequently been pointed out by those who argue 

that there••• Sino-Soviet dl1agreement in the Quemoy 
cri1i1 that Khrushchev did not ••nd hit fir1t letter to 

li1enhower until the Chine" had aignaled their intent to 
withdraw and the rl1k1 were tharefore at a minimum. 
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,:\Bo-ver • lt 1hould be noted tha_~ n~i~her the ~ovf.ec Union 
jor C01111UDiat China would take very serio,i&lJ I propoa•l 

for tru~ negotiation••• neces11rll7- indicatln1 a deci• . . 

alon to alleviate military preaaure. lu fact bo_th C9UJI• 

trf.e• are capable of propoalng cegotlationa ad t~n 
atepplng up rather than reducing their militar, activity. 
'l'hua unl••• the Soviets were intimaiely aware of the . ' .. -. . . . 
Cb1M1e ~oaauniat atrategy, along the itaea ~ch have 
been argued earlier, the fact that the Chine1e' Coaimuni1t1 
called t~! ~he- reo,-ntngoftheWara;; -t~itt~ would not- - · 

·· 111aiat to the Soviet, that the ChineH Coaaanlate wre 

nece11arily about to le11en their military preasure on the 

Offahore l1land1. 1.ather what wa1 important about the 
I • 

ChineH Conmuni1t1' 1tatement wa1 that it in fact reduced - . 
the likelihood of an American over-reaction. Thia did 

make it aome~at safer for the Soviet Union to make• .. 
atrong 1tatement in support of the Chine1e Coaaunist•, 

provided that the aua~i•n• clearly under•tood th•t the 
Chine1e Communists were not going to pu1h for the c1ptur• 
of Quemoy in the face of Ameriean oppoaition, for example, 
by firing on American ahips. 

, The Chinese C01llDUni1t1, ochoing many Westam analysts, . ~ . 
hav~ c6araed that Soviet aid came only when tt. danger had 
p11eed but have not claimed that they ware refu_sed an 

earlier statement: 

It la •specially ridiculo-Ja that the Soviet 
1tatement also give, all the credit to Soviet 
nuclear weapona for the Chinese peopl•'• victory 
in 1maahlng the armed provocation1 of U.S. 
lmperiali1111 in the Taiwan Strait• in 1958. Th• 
Soviet paper Krasnaia Zvezd.a [Red Star) •ven 
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said on August 25, 1963, "The nuclear might of the 
Soviet Union, the very country which has now been 
abused by the slanders of Peking, had saved millions 
of Chinese from nuclear death and defended the 
sovereignty, security and independence of their 
country." 

What are the facts? In August and September 
1958, the situation in the Taiwan Straits was indeed 
very tense as a result of the aggression and provo
cations by the U.S. imperialists. Xhe Soviet 
leaders expressed their support for China on 
September 7 and 19 respectively. Although at that 
time the situation in the Taiwan Straits was tense, 
there was no possibility that a nuclear war would 
break out and no need for the Soviet Union to sup
port China with its nuclear weapons. It was only 
when they were clear that this was the situation 
that the Soviet leaders expressed their support 
for China. 

We have not forgotten and will not forget the 
support which the Soviet people have given to China 
on the question of Taiwan.* 

The assertion that the first Khrushchev letter came 
only after the danger of a major Sino-American war had 

passed is not borne out by the facts. The letter arrived 
in Washington before it was ciear what would take place in 

the Taiwan Straits. The United States had escorted one 

convoy to Quemoy without being fired on, but it was still 

* "A Conment on the Soviet Government Statement of 
August 21," September l, 196,3, translation in Peking 
Review, Vol. VI, No. 36, September 6, 1963, p. 13. While 
this quote gives credence to the argument that the Soviet 
support came after th~ crisis had passed, the Sino-Soviet 
exchanges in 1963•64 over the Quemoy crisis still leave 
the situation in doubt. As indicated in the quote above, 
Chinese statements have been in reaction to Soviet attempts 
to take "all" of the credit for the success of the opera
tions in 1958. In fact each time the 1958 crisis has come 
up in the polemics it has b~en at the initiative of the· 
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not r..r~ain what action the Chinese Oomamista would take 

in response to American convoying to within three miles 

of the island. It was also not known what the .United 

States would do if American ships were fired upon or if . 

the blockade could not be broken without greater American 

involvement or a bombing of the mainland. There were many 

poa8ible developments that might have led to a clash between 

American and Chinese Comnunist forces and hence to attacks 

against the mainland. If IChrushchev was in fact waiting 

• uqtil there was no danger of a major war, his letter came 

too soon. If this was his strategy• he had every- reason 

to wait 1.,ntil a clear pattern of activity was established 

in the Taiwan Straits. No one in Washington policy

making circles thought that the Soviet Pre~ier's letter 

had arrived too late to be taken seriously. and for Peking 

it came just before Conmunist shells were directed for the 

first time against U.S. -escorted convoys. In brief, an 

examination of what was occurring in the Taiwan Straits 

when Khrushchev's letter arrived in Washington does not 

aupport the contention that it came only after the danger 

of a Chinese-American milit~ry confrontation had passed . 

Thus there would appear to be no firm evidence of 

Sino-Soviet disagreement in the Taiwan Straits crisis. 

On the contrary, the timing of the Khrushchev statement 

suggests close cooperation between the two countries in 

the implementation of the Chinese Communist strategy. 

What the Chinese Communists wanted from the Soviet Union 

Chinese. For the 1963-1964 statements and a discussion 
of them, see Morton H. Halperin, China and the Bomb, 
Frederick A. Praeger, New York, 1965, pp. SS-62. 
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they had already got during the preceding year•, namely, 
•ufflcient military power for them to blockade Quemoy 
tucc•••fully against a GIC defense • . They also apparently 

gained the approval of the Soviets to 1et afoot xumora 

that the Russians had agreed at the !Chrushchev-Mao talks 
to give the Chinese C011111Unista nuclear weapons. Such 
EUmOra provided the threat if not the substance of ~eter
nnce at a time wtien forthright statements of aupport were 
not in their interests. In addition, the Chinese received 
very strong diplomatic aupport from the Russians in tne 

period when they were seeking to disengage from the crisis, 

to disguise th~ir lo••••• and to prevent an American 
attack on the mainland. On August 30 an "Observer" article 
in Pravda gave their cause strong support. Thia vaa 

followed quickly by the two IChruahchev letters, the two 
strongest statements of support that the Soviets had 

offered to any country up until that . time • In fact 

it ahould be noted that throughout the crisis the United 

States did assume that a nuclear attack against the Chinese 
mainland would be retumed in kind by ~he Sino-Soviet bloc. 

Aa ha• been noted, the Chinese Commt•nists were 
probably aurpriaed by the unexpected success of their 
artillery shelling in the period after September 8. Aa 

September wore on and their attacks continued, the 
Ruo1iana uy tJAve begun to be worried that the Chinese 
C011DUnista would preaa ahead with a blockade despite 

active .American participation in escorting the convoys. 

At this point there may have been at least some incipient 

Sino-Soviet disagreement, the Soviets making it clear that, 
in pledging their support, they bad asaumed that the 
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Chlne1e. Communists were alowly backing nay from the con

flict. However• there is no evidence from the artillery 

shelling, which was not increa.aed . to the level of imposing 

a aucceasful blockade, or any other actioc by the Chinese 

Communists which suggests that they ever came close to 
deciding to press ahead with their military action in the 
face of American involvement in .the resupply of Quemoy. 
Nevertheless, the Soviets may have been somewhat appre-. . -
hensive during this period. 

Thus two conclusions emerge from this brief analysis 

of the Soviet role in the 1958 Taiwan Straits crisis. 

(1) There is no clear evidence that there was • Sino
Soviet disagreement. The contention that there was dis

agreement uniformly assumes that the Chinese would have 
wanted an early statement of strong Soviet aupport. Such 

a atatemP.nt • however I would not appear to have been in 
their interest, a supposition borne out by the Chinese 

Communists' own propaganda and diplomatic activity in this 
early period. (2) It would seem in fact that the Soviets 
were prepared to go along with a minor Chinese Conmunist 
pr~be along the lines of the Chinese COCIIINnist strategy 
outlined previocsly and that the "Observer" article and 
the tchrushchev letters came at a very early and most 
opportune time for the Chinese Communists in implementing 
their strategy of slow and disguised withdrawal. 

It i1 clear that major Sino•Soviet di1agreements on 

several questions, including strategy and tactic• towards 

the underdeveloped areas, began in the 19S7•19S8 period. 
Thia is not to imply that the intense Sic•':'•Soviet disagree
ment beginning in this period end extending. up until the 
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preaent has been exaggerated. lt i• rather to argue that 

the 1958 Taiwan Straits crisis, rather than being one of 
the firat instances of Sino-Soviet disagreement, wae in 

fact probably one of the laat instances of cloee Sino

Soviet cooperation in international political maneuvering. 

GRC PERSPECTIVES ON THE CRISIS 

The Government of the Republic of China came no closer 

than the Chinese CoTI1DUnist1 in attaining its major objec

tive during the crisis. For the GRC, the CODmUnist move 

against the Offaho1'8 Islands opened up the possibility of 
a major military clash between the United States and 

Comnuniat China. The GRC pursued this objective from the 

first signs of a crisis until October, constrained only 
by the danger of a too blatant attempt to increase the 

level of conflict. Recognizing that the American objective 
was to avoid rather than to bring on a big war, the GRC 
even feared that the United States really preferred to see 

the Offshore Islands turned over to the Chinese Communists 
as part of a two-China arrangement. If the United States had 

become convinced that the CRC was trying to bring on a 

majcr confrontation, it might have withdrawn from active 
participation in the crisis or tried to force the GRC off 
the Offshore Islands. At the same time, provocative 
action by the GRC might have led to a COD111Unist counter• 

action against which the United Statea might have refu•ed 

to retaliate. Thus the GRC waa careful to follow the 

letter and even the apirit of all its explicit agreements 

with the United States and sought by other means-•primarily 
over-estimating the danger of collapse on Quemoy, 
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threatening to bomb the mainland, and not pursuing the 

blockade with vigor--to increase the involvement of the 

United Statea. 

From the atart, GRC officials recognized that, even 

if they could not bring on a major confrontation, they 

could aecure two other objectives: stepped up military 

a11istance from the United States and a greater American 

colllEilitment to the defense of the ~ffahore Islands. The 

CIC began presaing these two points in early July and, by 

the end of the crisis, with considerable aucce•a. 

The United States rapidly accelerated it1 military 

assistance to Taiwan both to betoken the American conmit• 

•nt and to enable the GRC to handle Communi1t challenges . 
without requiring direct American involvement. ft,e 

American effort was designed to improve the CRC'a ability 

to resupply the Offshore Islands, to increase firepower, 

and to defeat the Chinese Comnunists in any air battles 

that might occur. Additional landing craft were thus 

tumed over to the GRC, as were P'-96' a equipped with 

Sidewinder missiles, 8-inch howitzers for use on Quemoy 

and other equipment. 

The GRC' a attempt to ser.:ure an American cOD111itment 

to the def,:inse of the Offshore Islands did not lead to an 

extension of the Sino-American treaty area to include the 

Islands nor to an unequivocal statement by the American 

Government that it considered the defense of Quemoy nece•-
aary to the defense of Taiwan. However, it did lead to 

the Dulles-Morgan exchange and the more publicized Dullea 

Newport statement. These, together with interpretations 

of them by American officials, went very far toward 
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COllllllitting the United States to the defenae of tba Offshore 

Islands~ Although they were never officially informed of 

any change in American policy, GllC officials aust have 

felt when the crisis abated that the United State•, because 
of its words 3nd its actions, was prepared to defend the 
Offshore Islands. And they probably felt that the Chinese 

COUllll.laists also had little doubt of this. 

Following the crisis, the GRC may have been relieved 

to diacover that the United States wa1 not going to press 
again for a withdrawal from the Offshore lsland1 aa it bad 

after the claah of 1954-1955. All that the United States 
requested was a token reduction of troops on the Islands, 

and this in return for a substantial increaae in CIC fire-
~ power. The Gae's interest in holding the Islands stems 

in part, of course, f-rom the fact that they are the only 

* indisputably "Chinese" territories which it holda. But . 
it alao owes much to the GRC' a conviction that so long as 
it remains in possession of the Islands, neither the 

United States nor such countries as Great Britain and 

' India can impose a two-China situation on Taipei and 
Peking. Thus the events of July-October in the Taiwan 

Straits helped to arrest the drift in American and Western 

-policy toward a two-China situation. 
lut if the GRC was successful in securing American 

cODDitment to defend the Offshore Ialand1 and increased 
American military assistance, it suffered major setbacks, 

* On• interesting if minor indication of the symbolic 
importance which the CltC attaches to the Offshore Islands 
ia the fact that GRC foreign service officers pay a viait 
to Quemoy before leaving on overseas aaaignments. 

------------
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particularly toward the end of the cri•i•. Although the · · 

Dullea visit to Taivn did not bring (the perhaps feared) . 

preaaure to abandon the Offshore Islands, it did brillg 

the Chineae Nationaliata to renounce publicly the use of 

force in their effort to return to tbe u:1.Dland. Dullea 
did not get the more sweeping statement be wanted from .the 

GIC--• declaration that the civil war was over--1Nt the . 
•tatement he finaally exacted went a long way toward ending 

die pretense that the Rationalists were •oon to ntura to 
the mainland with American support. What the crisis uda 

clear, if the GllC did not already know it, vaa that the 

United States waa not looking for an excuse to engage tba 

Chinese COD1DUniats. On the contrary it waa clea1:l1 
evident that the United States would go to considerable 

length• to prevent a major clash and to assuage world 
opinion, even over the strenuous objections of the GIC. 

Aa already indicated, the ceasefire statements of the 
Chinese Coamuniata led to heated debates between the 
United State a and the GRC. The readiness of the United 

States to cease escorting when the Chinese Coaauniata 
demanded it ~s a price for continuing the ceasefire and 
its refusal to escort on odd days resulted in a loss of 
face for the GRC. It must also have brought home to 

Chiang an awarenes• of the forces that could ~rive the 
American Government to actions highly detrimental to the 
GRC's prestige. The villingneas of the United State• to 

participate inane~ round of talks with Peking••• 
evaluated by Taipei in the 1ame light. 

The suspicion aroused particularly among American 

military officers by the GIC'• resupply efforta worsened 
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mu:-u.s. relations even further and brought bittemea• to 

Chiang that hia word had been questioned. •.: 

In 9\IIIIIUlry, the GllC had failed to bring on• major 
Sino-American war and it waa unlikely that it would be in 

a poaition to try again. On the other hand, the American 

involvement in the defense of the Offshore lalanda and lta 
coanitment to the G1lC •• the sole government of China waa 
increased. If hope• of the GR.C '• retuming to the main: 
land were dampened, lta ability to survive and to bold ita 
territory probably increased. 

AMERICAN PERSPECTIVES ON THE CRISIS 

American officials from the President down to the 

naval officers in the Taiwan Straits came away from the 

crisis with a justifiable feeling of a job well done. 
The United States was operating under many handicaps in 
ita effort to hold the Offshore Islands while avoiding a 

major military confrontation in the Taiwan Straits. 

AmericAn policy came under perhaps more intensive and 

extensive criticism within the United States than has any 

other major American policy at the time of its execution. 
Rot only newspapermen but many congressional leaders and 

public figures spoke out vigorously against American 
involvement in the defense of Quemoy. Within the Adminis

tration there was agreement on the policy carried out. but 
even here there were important differences. There were 

those who. refusing to believe that the GRC might be trying 

to drag the United States into a war, were prepared to do 

what was necessary to defend the GRC. There were also 
those who were suspicious of the GRC and unhappy about the 

~· 
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aeed to defend the Offahore Ialaad•• 0Ut11de the United 

Stat••• support for American policy was limited to• small 
aumber of publiciats and a few governnients in Aaia. 
American official• believed them1elv•• to be conf~nted 

' by a united and confident Sino-Soviet bloc. For /.It le•at 

aome officials, a major problem atemmed from the difference 
in objective• between the United State, and the CIC and 

the desire of the Batioaaliata to bring on a major military 
confrontation. Added to theM difficultiea wen the legal 
.aituation involving the Congressional Formoaa naolution · · · 

and the inability of the Adminietr4tion, •• it defined it• 
obligation• to Congress, to declare fimly that it would 
defend the Offshore l1land1. 

De•pite these problems, the United Stat•• accomplished 
ita major objectives. The Chinese Communiats were not 
deterred from beginning the crisis, but they were forced 
to abandon their effort to blockade Quemoy and were 

deterred from the invasion that many officf.ala thought 
they were planning. The Chinese Bationalista were pre
vented from bombing the mainland and, whatever their own 

objectives, eventually went along with the American policy 
of meeting the challenge with the minimum of force. The 
CIC'• restraint, ita redur.tion in the aize of the'Quemoy 

a•triaon, and its renunciation of force made it 1••• 
likely that the Rationalists would be able to drag the 
United States into a war and thus made it eaaier to 

defend American policy at home. 
Regardless of the success of their policy, American 

officials were relieved to see the cri1is at an end. 
Civilian officiala in particular believed that the United 
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State• bad come very cloae t .:, nuclear w•r. 1'be Pre1ideot 

and hi• chiaf adviaera aw-rently believed that Che Soviet 

Union would back the Chinese Coammists if the United 

State• hit the Chin••• mainland with nµclear weapoDa, and 

the1. al10 believed that they had been quite cloae to 
ordering ,ucb 1trika1. 'the Administration did not aive 
low! public utterance to these fears, aa it later did in 

the Cuban cri1i1, for fear of lntenalfying public oppo1i• 
tion and because it waa unwilling to atate publicly that 
it would defend Quemoy. lut the United State, bad moved 

in ~h •way•• to prov•nt a claah that. might have led . 
to 1111elear ~•r. The American co111Ditment to the Offlbore 
lalanda had boen made clear and the Chinese Coaiuniata 

t 
· wn unlikely to miacalculate again. At the •me time, 

the c•pability of the Chinese Nationalists to resupply 

the Islands under fire waa substantially increa,.d. 
I_\. 

Dullea cam away from the crisis with the feeling 

that he had stretched the limit1 of the Administration'• 
• ability to operate without the consent of the public, the 

Congre11, and America'• allie1. He believed that the GIC 

bad to make aome conceaaiona in order to gain public sup• 
part, and he apparantly had hia doubts about whether the 

Uaited Statea could again defend the Offshore l•landa in 
the event of another Chinese COIIIDUnist probe. 

Other American official• do not appear to bave ahared 
Dullea' feeling that the United State1 barolJ aot by. 
Some, including General Maxwell Taylor and Gerard S.ith, 

wr• umiappy about our "exceaaive0 and contiauina nliaoc• 
OD auc:lear weapons; othera, including Twinning and kter, 

about our flirtation with convention 11 defense. Although 
one result of the criaia waa to induce military planner, 
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to include a conventi0nal annex in their operational plau 
and some increase in conventional capability, the general 
feeling in policy-making circle• •••su to have been that 
eba cri•i• demonatrated the effieacy of nlylag oo m:clear 
thnat•• 

Whatever fe~ling of aatlsfaction there••• about the 
way in vhich matters had been handled, then ••• a lack of 

ayatematic intere•t in ''criaia management" at the civilian 

level and little attention paid to the l••1on1 that the ,. 
cri•i• could teach. ; · 
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Ill. LESSONS FOR CRISIS MANAGEMEN'r 

In assessing the lessons for crisis management which 

emerge from this study of the 1958 Offshore Islands crisis 

it is necessary to keep in nrfnd the df.fficulty of general

izing from a single case. It is also clear that much has 

changed since 1958 both in the world beyond American bor

ders and in the American approach to the management of 

intemational crises. In fact the very interest in "crisis 

management" at the political level post-dates · the crisis. 

Much that could have been leamed from the crisia--most 

obviously the need for a flexible response strategy•-has 

already been learned in other ways. Nevertheless, it seems 

useful to consider at least some of the issues of crisis 

management which arose because of the Chinese Coamunist 

probe in the Taiwan Straits. 

THE RELATION OF MILITARY MEANS TO POLITICAL ENDS 

The Offshore Islands crisis of 1958 represented an 

extreme instance of a general phenomenon that has charac

terized l~ited wars in the nuclear age. The battlefield 

that was fought over, in this case the Quemoy Islands, was 

of no intrinsic importance to the United States. Its 

territory and population were very small, its industry 

insignif i.cant. Indeed, for some American off ic i .. i1ls there 

was a positive interest in having the Offshore Islands 

take~ over by the Chinese Communists because it was recog

nized that a two-China solution would be facilitated by a 

Chinese Nationalist withdrawal. 

This lack of intrinsic value in a territory bei ng 
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fought over creates the problem of defining those objec• 

tive• that are &ought only because of their political 

effects. * 
In approaching this problem, the Administration 

attempted to assess the defense of the Off1hore Islands 
1n terms of the general principles it was prepared to 

aupport. These were, first, its unwillingness to allow 
international boundaries to be changed by force and, 

second, a determination to live up to its comnitmenta And 

defend its interests. Vis-a-vis the Soviet Union and 

C6munist China, ~twas felt to be particularly important 

to demonstrate that the United States had not changed its 

COllllitments in view of t~e Soviet Sputnik and ICBM teats. 

Indeed, the United States sought to show that it was will• 

ing to defend even those territories such as Quemoy to 

which lt was not explicitly coanitted. It of course recog

nized that the GRC was the one country which had an in

trinsic interest in the Offshore Islands, which represented 

the only piece of territory under GRC control which was 

indisputably Chinese. The Chinese Nationalists, in tum, 
tended to justify the defense of the Offshore Islands not 
only because of their intrinsic importance, but also be

cause losing the Islands would seriously affect the posi
tion of the GRC on Taiwan. 

As for the neutral nations and America's alliea, the 
value of American participation in defense of the Offshore 

Islands was less clear. Almost all of .America's allies 

* For a general discussion of this question, aee 
Morton H. Halperin, Limited War in the Nuclear Age, Wiley, 

- New York, 1963, pp. 8-10. 
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problema. there were • till other• equally difficult. Qne 

Mjor issue with which the State Department ar•nled 
throughout the crisi1 was under what circm1tancea it 

would be possible and desirable to negotiate a aettlement 
and what the coats and gains of doing ao would be. The . 

:-

~ 

que1tlon that wa1 constantly posed and never anavered ~u 
whether the Ialanda could be negotiated out of ·t~ control 
of the ~ineae Nationalists in a way that would avoid the 
penalties mentioned above. It was g-.nerally agreea that 

during the period when the Chinese Coammista vere apply

.-tug military force, thia could not be .done without great 
coat. At the lame time, various demilitarization achemea 

con1idered how to induce the Nationalist• to aive up the 
Islands without allowing the COlllllUl\lata to gain control 

of them. Here again there was no satisfactory way of 

assessing the relative coats and gains, and the recogni

tion that neither the CODIDUnists nor the Nationalists were 

likely to be interested in, let alone accept, a negotiated 

settlement tended to make this issue less prominent than 

it might otherwise have been. 
Another similar and knotty problem concerned the 

defense of the smaller islands in the Quemoy group. The 

United States decided early in the crisis that it would 
limit its involvement to Big Quemoy and Little Quemoy 

apparently because the amaller ialanda would be difficult 
if not impossible to defend in the event of a Chineae 
C~iat attack. The fact that the GRC considered these 

islands part of the Quemoy chain and would have defended 
them against the Chinese CoDlll\ll\iats had curioua implica
tions for the United States. Since American policy had 
not publicly singled out these lessor islands in the Quemoy 
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and moat neutral nations indicated their oppoaition to 

the American defense of Quemoy and, in fact, put preaaure 

on the United States to aeek a peaceful settlement. At 
the same time., American officials probably recognized 

that if the United States did withdraw from the Offshore 

Islands, some countries, even those who opposed American 

involvement in Quemoy, might begin to question whether 

the United States would live up to its c0111Ditments to them. 

American policy thus hinged on evaluating these polit

ical effects. Aa is generally the case, this was extremely 

difficult to do. Moat officials seemed to believe, along 

with the GltC, that the future existence of an independent 

government on Taiwan m!ght well be called into question 

if Quemoy were allowed to fall and with it one-third of 

the combat troops of the GRC. There is no way to verify 

whether or not this would have been the case. Certainly 

the government on Taiwan would have been shaken by a loss 

of the Offshore Islands. Given the difficulty of making 

any certain predictions, and the genuine uncertainties 

involved, it was not surprising that the United States 

acted on the assumption that the fall of Quemoy would lead 

to the fall of Taiwan. It was safer in this case, as it 

generally ia, or appears to be, to take the pessimistic 

viewpoint. What effect American involvement had on other 

countries' assessment of American willingness to oppose 

the use of force and the American determination to live 

up to its commitments is also difficult to gauge. Cer

tainly, American action moved in this direction, but by 

how much and at what cost? 

If the question of whether the United States should 

be involved at all in the defense of Quemoy posed difficult 

" · ... ··-·--------------------------------------·· 
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chain, the refusal to participate in their defenae llli&ht 

have created the impression that the United States waa not 

prepared to defend Quemoy it1elf. While thi1 danger seemed 

to argue for the defen1e of all the Offshore I1landa, any 

attempt to defend the smaller islands appeared so absurd 

to American military planners that nobody pressed it. 
What seems to have occurred is that the uninhabited pieces 
of rock called the Tana so dramatized their lack of in
trinsic importance that the decision was made not to defend 

them. 

The most difficult issue for the United Statea arose 
when it appeared that it• convoys might be unsuccessful 

in breaking the blockade. If thia had happened, the United 
States· would have faced the difficult choice of enlarging \ 

~- the w~r or either permitting the Offshore Islands to be 
captured or trying to negotiate . their transfer. The war 
could have been enlarged either by permitting the GRC to 

engage in greater efforts, in particular by bombing the 

mainland, or by greater American involver-tent, including 

convoying all the way in or, at a different level, employ

ment of tactical nuclear weapons. The decisions here be

came more difficult and more controversial. In a way that 

1eem1 typical of limited war situations, the United States 
very quickly decided to atep up its own involvement by 

convoying up to within three miles of the Offshore Islands. 
When increased operations of this sort are carried on for 
even a brief period, they t~nd to be viewed as the limit 
of what can possibly be done without provoking a much 
larger crisis. Thia happens because expectations are 
built up on both aides as to what each will and will not 

~ 

engage in. TIN• as September wore on and the blockade 

------------ ---- - . - . . 
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continued to be •ucceaaful, an laaue aro•• u to vbetblr 

there _ahould be a qualitative change 1n the Aallric• ill•· , 
'• 

volvement or an effort to aeek a c••••flre. tba probl

vaa one of ••••••in& alternative negative political effecta. 
On the one hand, to let the Islands fall would be to for• 

felt the principle of not allowing force to chaage bound• 

ariea and to suggest a lack of American detemiution. On 

the other hand, to bring on a larger cr~•i• vaa to give 

the Impression that the United States waa rec~•••• an 
ally who might drag her partners into a var. At the least 

it raiaed the possibility that t~e United State• might 

have to abandon its long reluctance to u1e nuclear weapons. 

Thi• particular crisis was resolved by breaking the block

ade in late September, but it is not clear what alterna

tive would have been adopted had the blockade been aucceaa

ful. And it ls difficult even with the benefit of hind• 

• sight to assess which course would have been leaa costly. 

The problems discussed here produced a tendency during 

the Qu•oy crisis and in fact a general tendency in 1:lmit•d 

war aituationa to "play it safe" by overeatimatlng the 

consequences of losing the battle. .Among other reuona, 

the difficulties of assessing the consequences of the 

lo•• of Quemoy for the government on Taiwan u wll •• 

for the American position in the world led to the American 
decision to defend the Offshore Islands. In this altua

tion, American officials exaggerated the &ctverae conae• 
quencea of losing the Islands and ultimately the Rational 
S•curity Council came to equate the loss of Queao7 with 

the collapse of the entire American position ill the Weatem 
Pacific. 

------------------------------------~·""' 
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It 1hould be clear that atatementa about inevitabili

ties aometimea have dangeroua conaequencea. In thia 
instance, because of the consequences that were thought 

to attend the loss of Quemoy, the United States came 

fairly close to using tactical nuclear weapon,, despite 

opposition to its policy by moat of its alliea and many 
in the United States. It would appear that• rational 
decision on whether to use nuclear weapons or otherwise 

to increase the American involvement required a better 

appraisal of the consequences than one that predicted the 
worst of all p01aible worlds. 

The difficulty of measuring the effects of various 
losses can lead to "playing it aaf," by falling back upon 

' -

extreme formulations. If one asserts, for example, that 
the loas of Quemoy will make it harder to hold Taiwan or 

more expensive to maintain the American position in the 
·Western Pacific, the inevitable question is how much 
harder or at how much greater cost? Assertions such as 

"the loss of Quemoy will inevitably mean the loss of 

Taiwan" or "the American position in the Western Pacific 

~ill collapse if Quemoy is allowed to fall" seem patently 
absurd in retrospect, but American officials may have felt 
that to insert the qualifications which they believed 
should be attached to the predictions would be to fail to 
express the policy intent of their views. 

In tum it would have been difficult for the members 

of the National Security Council, ln making a recommenda• 

.tion to the President. to agree on a precise aaeeasment of 
the danger involved. A unanimous opinion that the 

American position in the Western Pacific would collapse 

--------~----------------,...;-....•• came 
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if Quemoy fell could be taken. and perhapa waa taken by 

the Pre1ident, •• indicating that all of hi1 advl,era 
•areed that the1e co1t1, however impoasible to 1pecify in 

any detail, would be very great. Despite the po11ibility 
of rationalizing thi1 approach, particularly in an attempt 

to build a coneenau1, it 11 clear that the United Stat•• 
would have found it difficult to determine whether or not 

it abould allow Quemoy to fall in the face of a aach areater 
1 
.. • DCI more determined Chinese CoD1DUnist threat • . ln trying 

to balance increased American involvement again1t the costs 

of loaing, one cle~rly would have had to a1k what American 

action• could be taken on Taiwan or elsewhere that would 
at lea1t in part compensate for the lost of Quemoy and how 

aach the,e would coat. So long•• the 1ituation va1 viewed 

•• an extreme one, the tendency was to argue that the 
United State, ahould do whatever wae nece11ary to hold 
Quemoy. All of thi• may serve to explain if not juatify 
the predictions made. 

* cc:NIJNlCATlNC WITH THE ENEMY 

In the Quemoy crisis. aa in all war 1ituation1, the 
United States forced the question of what information 
about ita own intentions and capabilitiea it wished to 
convey to the enemy and. secondly, what were the beat 

* A number of technical problems relating to the 
delay• in pa11ing me11agea back and forth wen identified 
during the criaia and in a number of paper, written after• 
wards. In moat cases it was pointed out that the defi
ciencie1 had been noted prior to the cri1i1 but 1imply had 
not been conaidered of sufficient priority to mrit 
attention. None of these technical i1auea are conaidered 
here. 
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••n• to convey thia--wbether by public statement•• by 

diplomatic messages, or by act~ona. Basically vut the 
United States wanted to convey was very aimply: it would 

employ whatever meana were neceasary .to defend the Off• 

1hore Islands if the Chinese Communist• ,ought to take 
them by military force. However, there were difficulties 
in making this message unequivocally. 

The major failure of American communication during 

the criai1 came before the intensive shelling o~ August 23. 
The Chinese Communist, began their probe Ncauae they 

believed that there wa1 a 1ubatantial poaaibility that 
the United Stace, would pentit the Chinese to take Quemoy 

or, alternatively, would force a GllC evacuation. Neither 
of these alternative, was ever given serious consideration 
by the American Government. Yet the United States failed 
to cOD111Unicate its determination to dafend Ql,lemoy to the 

Chinese Co1J111Unists. In part this failure to cOD11Unicate 

was because American officials at the top could not be 

persuaded that a criai1 was sufficiently imminent that 

they should give aeriou1 attention to the question of 
whether the United State, should iaaue a public atat81Dent 
of its po1ition. Even in the day, just preceding the 
outbreak of intense hostilities when top officials were 
finally alerted, they were unable or unwilling to convey 

• clear message. It waa only on August 23 that Secretary 
of State Dullea agreed to exchange letters with the 

Chairman of the House Foreign Affairs Committee, indicating 

that the United State• would be involved in the defense 
of Quemoy. Why was thi1 letter so long in coming? 

- -_, __________________ _ 
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ODe na1oa, the importance of which it 11 difficult 

to ••tiute, i1 1impl7 that the Secretary of State wa1 
...., on vacation during the two weka prio~ to the ti.a 

tbat be •areed to i1111e thia atate•nt. During thia 
period aon ancl more official• in Vaabiaatoa bee- coa

riaced that IOll9 actloa va1 medad by the American Goftl'II• 

•at to dater a Chine•• Coawni1t probe. At the .... tla 

lt ••• felt that th11 action could not be taken unle11 the 

Uaited ltatea were in fact prepared to defend Quemoy. 
Bluffing would be extremely dangeroua becau• the Chine• 
CG11111Uai1t1 wre likel7 to probe to the point where they 

diacovered the bluff• and thi1 would •~ly add to the 

political co1t of allowing Quemo7 to fall. Since it••• 
unlikely that the Pre1ident vould make .any firm decisioa1 
prior to the cri1i1 (and va1 indeed reluctant to do 10 

ewa after the cri1i1 began), what••• needed was an offi• 
cial competent and willing to a11ume this authority and to 
1ct on it. Short of the Pre1ident, only Dullea could 
pla7 thi1 role. Officials up to the level of the Secretary 
of Defense and the Acting Secretary of State continually 
expreaaed their recognition of the need for such• high• 
level deciaion and the difficulty of getting it. 

After the 1tart of the artillery fire on August 23, 
American c011111Unication with Chin••• COl'lliNniata wa1 by and 
large a 1UCc•••• The United State• made clear it• involve• 
ment and lta villlngne1a to defend Quemoy in a way which 
deterred military action• in the Taiwan Straits, which 
ran the ri1k of bringing American forces into action and 
1ucceeded in deterring any more extensive military action 
b1 ·the Cbine1e Communists if 1uch had been planned. 

(. 
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.American action after August 23 ••• aon auccea1ful 
partly because the Secretary of State, now back.on the 

scene, wa1 willing and . able to make public 1tateaent1 

authoritatively interpreting and predicting American 
policy. At the same time the President made • Dlaber of 

dec11ions which made it clear to all officl1l1 .that the . 

United State1 was likely if not certain to intervene if 

Quemoy were a1aaulted. Finally the military crl•ls itself 
. , .. 

occasioned an increase in the activity of American fo~~•• 
in the Taiwan Strait• and henc• betokened American involve• 
meat. 

Neverthele••• problem• remained. Then v11 atill aoma 
heaitation and disagreement about what precl•ly the United 

r Statea would do if the blockade could not N broken or if 

Quf!mOy were attacked. More importantly, the United 

States vaa not prepared to defend the amaller l1land1 in 
the Quemoy chain but wa1 unwilling to say 10 publicly 
lest it invite the Chinese Communists to take them. Any 
1tatement which slurred over this question and••• then 
followed by -an attack on the smaller i1land1 would give 
the impression that the United Statas was going back on 
ita word. The question of whether or not nuclear weapons 
would be used was unreaolved because it depended on the 

final decision of the President. The1e factor, were 
probably .ufficient to lead tho United State1 to decide 
that it should try to convey it1 detemlnation to defend 
the Offshore Islands to the Chinese C0111Nniata by mllit•ry 
action rather than by words. However. there v11 a auch 

more •eriou1 and critical problem which in fact dominated 
this decision. Thia was the problem of multiple audiences. 

___________________________ , ___ .,... 
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c Altbotaah the 1tr1t•11 of John_ ro1t•r Dull•• durina ... .. ;;- ,· .. . ~ . 

the 1958 Taiwan Str•it~ cri1la ha1 freqwantly been de1• ,. 
crlbed •• one of calculated ambiguity, it v11 not nbtp•· 

OUI wben it Clla to COlllalDicating with the Chin••· Coaau• 

ai1t1. la tbie reaard, Aaarlcan policy v11 p1ded, •• · 

Dull•• ••• to ••••rt many time,, b7 the recognition tut 
it••• nee••••~ to make 1b1olutely clear to ttt. Cl1ineae 

C01a111ni1t1 that the United State1 would intervene to ft.lead 
the Off1bon l1land1. lut la relation to the GltC, to 
Aaeric•'• 1llie1, to world public opinion in general, and 
to the public and Con1re11 in the United State,, the 

* Admlai1tr1tion recognized the need for ambiguity. 
ln 1954, in the face of another threat to the Off• 

•bore I•l•ad• under the control of the Chinese Rationallata, 
the United State• Government had a1ked for and received 

from the Congr••• authority tc defend the Offshore Island• 
wbeaever thi1 defenae ••• uce11ary for the defen,e of 
Taiwan. There v11 little doubt that the Pre1ldcnt of the 
United State, had the right to employ military force 
without congre1aional authorization when the aecurity of 
the United States demanded it. It••• also pos11ble to 
interpret the Congre11ional lesolution in a way that 
would have enabled the Unit•d States simply to aaaert in 
Augu1t 19S8 that it••• going to defend the Off1hore 
Ialande. Bven 10, the Adminiatration chose to interpret 
the a.1olutioa in• much oar.rower way. It was felt 
1pecificall1, and Dullea 1a1erted it privately•• .well••· 

~" 

* The problem in relation to the GRC will b~ considered 
below in di1eua1ing alliance problems. 
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publicly, that the Resolution made it imposstble for the 

United States to say unequivocally that it would defend 

Quemoy until an sttack had actually begun sgainst the 

* Island and, as tuch, threatened Taiwan. Thus this reason-

ing alone was sufficient to keep the Administration from 

making an unequivocal statement thaL it would defend 

Quemoy. And in f,ct it is this problem ·that appears to 

have been critical in the thinking of the Secretary of 

State. 

Moreover it was recognized that there was substantial 

opposition to the policy of defending Quemoy within the 

United States and within the ~ongress in particular. As 

long as United States policy continued to be ambiguous it 

was possible to meet some of these criticisms by arguing 

that the United States had simply not yet committed 

itself to the defense of Quemoy. The hostile public 

reaction to Dulles' equi~~cal statement at Newport suggests 

what would have occurred had the President or the Secre

tary of State issued a clear warning to the Chinese 

Communists. In conversations with allied diplomats who 

criticized American policy, U.S. officials constantly 

reiterated that the United States had not ;,et made any 

determination to defend Quemoy and that such a determina

tion could only be made by the President. They could thus 

avoid having to defend the policy of trying to hQld the 

Offshore Islands in the face of a military onslaught by 

* It was never made clear why the Acninistraticn could 
not have asserted that, given the situation as it existed, 
any attack on Quemoy, no matter how mounted, would inevi
tably pose a threat to the security of Taiwan and would 
be resisted. 
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denying that that was their policy. The United States, 

it could be urged, was merely seeking a diplomatic and 

peaceful solution and trying to avcid the necessity of 

taking a decision on this issue. As for the GRC, the 

problems and dangers arising fr.:nn an unequivocal co11111Unica

tion that the United States would defend the Offshore 

Islands were most clear and to these the discussion now 

turns. 

ALLIANCE PROBLEMS 
. 

The essence of limited war is a combination of con-

flir.ting ane cooperative interests between combatants. 

4he Quemoy crisis exhibited not only this factor but also 

the phenomenon of conflicting and overlapping objectives 

among allies. In fact, even leaving out t~e controver~ial 

question of Soviet interests, one can identify points on 

which there was a comnon interest between the United 

States and the GRC vis-~-vis the Chinese Communists, but 

others in which there were conanon issues between the 

United States and Communist China vis-t-vis the GRC, and 

still others in which the two Chinese Governments shared 

coamon interests vis-l-vis the United States. To illus

trate with some of the main issues: both the United 

States and the CRC wanted to prevent the Chinese CotmrJ

nists from capturing the Offshore Islands. The United 

States and the Chinese Communists wanced to prevent a 

majcr military clash between the two countries, which, it 

was argued, the CRC was trying to promote. Finally, the 
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two Chinas had a comnon interest in avoiding a solution 

vhich would lead to a two-China situatton whereas the 

United States, or at least some A1Df:rican officials, had 

an interest in this objective. 

An :rican official, in the field and in Washington 

had at least some understanding of these conflicting 

interests prior to the crisis. However, events of August, 

September, and October, 1958, brought h®Je to them .in a 
·-' vivid way the extent to which the objective, of the United 

States and its chief ally we~e not in perfect harmony and 

the need therefore to take these conflicting objectives 

~ into account in framing policy. As time passed, it became 

clear that in many ways the GRC .had to be treated as an 

adversary even while close military cooperation was in 

process. For example, it had to be acknowledged that the 

GRC might not share the American urgency about resupplying 

the Offshore Islands and in fact might even have reason3 
to avoid doing so. 

A major issue in this regard, frequently debated in 

Washington and in the field, was the question of whether 

or not the GRC was in fact making an all-out effort to 

resupply the Islands. This issue posed a difficult problem 

for those within the Government who were strongly committed 

to American support of the GRC. These officials, who on 

this issue included Dulles as well as Walter Robertson and 

others, were unwilling to admit that the GRC might be 

dragging its feet. To admit this would perhaps force a 

reassessment of American policy. On the other hand, to 

deny it would make it harder to induce Chiang Kai-shek 

to order an all-out resupply effort. American officials, 

)numt~ 
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even in recorded con~ersations with each other, did not 

frankly accept the existence of conflicting objectives 

and hence of conflicting policies; they thought it impos

sible to deal with this situation without thereby calling 

into jeopardy the wh~le policy of American conaitmeQt to 

the defense of the GRC. 

The conflicting objectives were recognized to be of 

critical importance in determining w~Gt kind of public 

statements the United States could make. It was feared 

by many officials that if the United States unequivocally· 

committed itself to the defense of Quemoy, the GRC would 

simply sit back and force the United States into a more 

active resupply role, hoping thereby to provoke a clash 

between the United States and Communist China. Alterna

tively the GRC might bomb the mainland or take other action 

which ~ould lead to a major war and so force the United 

StateE to come in because of its public commitment. Since 

the United States was unwilling to commit itself privately 

or publicly to the GRC, it felt unable to make a clear 

statement of its position to the Chinese Communists . 

Despite the compiete dependence of the GRC on the 

United States for military equipment and for keeping open 
I 

the access routes to the Offshore Island~, :1.t was able 

to exert considerable influence on American policy 
* Indeed, its very weakness W;JS a source of strength, 

since the GRC could point out that if its demands were 

not met, the government might collapse. 

* For a general discussion of weakness as a source of 
strength in bargaining situations, see Thomas C. Shelling, 
The Strategy of Conflict, Harvard University Press, 
Cambridge, Mass., 1960, pp. 21-52. 
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A major means by which the GRC was able to affect 

American policy during the crisis was their control over 

information, particularly informatiot about tha resupply 

situation on Quemoy. GRC officials could and did con

stantly point to the danger that the Offshore Islands would 

soon run oJt of supplies unless a major resupply effort 

were undertaken. While American officials increasingly 

came to recognize that the figures given by the GRC were 

not completely accurate, it was difficult to develop 

alternative figures. During much of the crisis Washington 

relied on the GRC estimates, even if they had to be taken 

with a grain of salt. Considerable pressure was put on 

·the CRC to .supply more accurate figures, but in the end 

·the Administration found it necessary to make their own 

estimate£ in Washington, estimates that proved to be more 

reliable than figures ~oming from the GRC. At the same 

time, since the Administration could not be sure that its 

figures based simply on map studies and pen:11 and paper 

calculatio~s were correct, it was forced to take into 

account the estimates presented by the Chinese Nationalists. 

Closely related to the estimates that suggested the 

gravity of the situation on the Offshore Islands were the 

GRC statements that the Islands werP. about to collapse. 

In addition to the bad resupply situation, CRC officials 

also emphasized the critical factor of morale and declared 

that the Quemoy defenders could not be expected to hold 

out under these conditions. This factor was even more 

difficult for Ameri~an officials to judge independently 

and was in part manipulatable by the GRC. 
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The CllC alao could and did invoke· the threat of 

surrender. American officials were continually confronted 

with the fear that the GRC, despairing of help from the 

United Stat.,•, might make a deal with the Chinese Com:au

niata. Peking co.;tinued to play on this fear by offering 

to open negotiationa and attacking the United States in 

propaganda to the GRC. The United States was limited in 

the extent to which it could negotiate with the Chinese 

Communists since officials feared that such negotiations 

might ,_trigger Pekf• ... • taipei negotiations • 

The oth· ~~ ,c. means of infl~encing American policy 

which the CRC . • d was the threat to expand the war, in 

particular by bombing the mainland. American officials 

feared that CRC bombing of the mainland would lead to 

Conmunist bombing of Taiwan, thus calling in~o play :he 

American guarantees and leading to a major war between 

the United States and Cormnunist China. Since it was recog• 

nized that the GRC favored such a war, there was a real 

fear that the c,ac would try to provoke it. The United 

States had long recognized this danger and had a number 

of formal agreements and understandings with the GRC 

about the American right to be consulted and to approve 

any attacks against the mainland. However. it was 

recognized that even within the spirit of these rather 

binding agreements, the GRC did have the right to bomb 

the mainland in the face of heavy artillery fire against 

the Offshore Islands. GRC officials on Taiwan and in 

Washington continued to raise the threat that t hey would 

be forced into bombing the mainland unless more vigorous 

action were taken by the Cnited States. American officials 
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tended to counter this by pointing out that the United 

States was less likely to intervene if it feared GRC 

expansion of the war anJ might not com to the aid of the 

GllC if they acted in a way that seemed to conflict with 

the spirit if not with the letter of the American-GllC 

agreements. 

As in indicated above, Am~rican ability to deal with 

the GllC was hampered at least initially by an -unwilling• 

ness to recognize the adversary relationship involved and 

to take the necessary action to deal with it. However, 

even when the problem was recognized and faced up to, the 

GllC control over information, its ability to threaten to 
f--~ 

collapse or surrender, and its ability to threaten to 

expand the war combined to give the GRC influence over 

American policy by curtailing American efforts to negotiate 

an end to the crisis. 

DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY TO THE MILITARY 

A major issue raised during the Offshore Islands 

crisis was thg question of how much authority could and 

should be given to military commanders in Wa3hington and 

in the fi~ld. The issue arose in two connections. The 

first concerned how much authority comnandera in the field 

would have in demonstrating the A1 irican involvement in 

the defense of the Offshore Islands. The second involved 

the question ~f authority to· defend Quemoy and most 

importantly the role of nuclear weapons in that defense. 

Unwilling to make a firm public commitment to the 

defense of the Offshore Islands, the Administration was 

forced to rely in large part on military actions in order 
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to convey to the Chinese Communists its involvement in the 

defense of Quemoy. In seeking to implement this policy 

by action, the Administration in Washington relied in large 

measure on the initiative~£ its cot1111anders in the field. 

The major decisions••to dispatch a TAC unit from the 

United States, to add an aircraft carrier group from the 

6th Fleet, to escort to within three miles of Quemoy•• 

were made in Washington, but a host of other decisions, 

dec'i·sions probably critical in making clear American 

involvement. were made on Taiwan and in CINCPAC head

quarters in Hawaii. Questions such as how many 3hips 

would be involved in the escort, what maneuvers to carry 

out in the Straits, and so on were decided there. Ameri

can miiitary officers in the field were well aware of the 

task which had been given to them and responded with 

sensitivity to the problems involved. They recognized 

that the objective was to convey American involvement 

without being provocative and without bringing on a major 

clash between the United States and China. They recog

nized their responsibility and fulfilled it more easily 

than would have been the case had Washington officials 

attempted to direct every move from the Pentagon. 

~f Washingto~ was prepared to transfer authority for 

military maneuvering in the Taiwan Straits to officers 

in the field, it was determined to ~eep decisions on how 

to react to invasion of Quemoy centered in Washington. 

The main issues concerned th'e necessary degree of delega

tion of authority to the Joint ~hiefs and the extent to 

which the Presi~ent had to make up his mind in advance. 

There was general agreement that a decision in principle 
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had to be made as to whether the United States wanted to 

react quickly to an invasion of the' Quemoy Islands. It 

was agreed that the United States would be involved in 

their defense, and this led to the question of how much 

advance authority had to be given to officials in the 

field or to the military in Washington. Apparently without 

any disagreement it was settled that officials in the 

field would simply be told to prepare for the defense of 

Quemoy and, if there was no time to consult the President, 

the Joint Chiefs would be authorized on their own initia• 
tive to direct the employment of Amerkan conventional 

forces in the event of an invasion of Quemoy. 

The authority to use nuclear weapons. however, 

~emained firmly in the hands of the President. Much time 

was spent at high levels in Washington discussing whether 

it was necessary to delegate this author~ty at least to 

the Joint Chiefs. The tenor of the discussion suggests 

that the President might at least have considered dele

gating this authority if he had been advised that this 

was necessary to assure the defense of the Offshure Islands. 

However, there was agreement among military planners that 

the inrnediate use of conventional force would be suffi

cient to delay any successful invasion lo~g enough for 

the President to authorize the use of nuclear weapons. 

In this situation the President reserved to himself the 

decision to use nuclear weapons. However, discussions 

in which he participated and the memorandums which he 

signed left little doubt in the minds of other officials 

that he was prepared to use nuclear weapons . They recog

nized, as apparently did the President, that as long as 
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the de~ision to employ nuclear weapons wa~ his alone, he 

could change his mind in the event that he was •ctually 

asked to release nuclear weapons. However, the President 

did substantially increase the cost of d~ciding not to 

use nuclear weapons at the moment of crisis. He authorized 

the use of American conventional forces in the defense of 

Quemoy with the clear understanding that they were to be 

used only in r last minute effort to deter a Chir.ese 

C0U111Unist invasion or to slow it down long enough to permit 

the American nuclear weapons to come into play. The use 

of American conventional p~wer made sense, the President 

· had been told, only if the use of nuclear weapons would 

follow almost inmediately. 

The proolems and actions taken ita regard to delega• 

tion of authority suggest that military officers can at 

least in some situations be expected to employ limlted 

amounts of political force with sophisticated under

standing of the problems of communicating resolve and 

restraint at the same time. They also suggest that the 

problem of advanced co111nitment about the use of nuclear 

weapons is likely to beaver, knotty problem and, as 

Eisenhower indicated in this case, at the heart of the 

difficulty in any local crisis in which major violence 

threatens to erupt quickly. 

EXPANSION: PROBLEMS AND INCENTIVES 

The overriding principle which guided American mili

tar, moves throughout the crisis was that the United 

States would apply only that degree of militar, force 

which was necessary to resolve the crisis. There were a 
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number of possible actions by the United States in the 

field of increasing military force, such as escorting all 

the way in or bombing the mainland-•not to sperk of the _ 

use of nuclear weapons--which w-:-·:ld have brought the crisis 

to a head more quickly and b&ought int.o vlay greater 

American military power. While American officials recog

nized these possibilities, the pressures to keep the war 

limited proved to be extremely ~reat. 

Perhaps the major · incentive for limiting American 

involvement was the desire to avoid a major ·war. There 

were two different kinds of wars to be avoided here: a 

large war with the Chinese Communists and a war which 

would involve the Soviet Union and presumably the use of 

nuclear weapons ag~inst at least American bases. As far 

; ~~ written record reveals, American officials did not 

~~~tingulsh these two dangers in seeking t~ avoid a major 

expansion of the war. American officials had no desire 

to provoke a major military confrontation with the Chtnese 

Communists and hence both of these possibilities were viewed 

with alarm. While it was recognized that the Chinese 

t~emselves also desired to avoid this sort of major confron

tation1 it was believed that certain actions might provoke 

the Chinese Communists into bringing on a major war. 

Another factor working against an increased American 

involvement in the war was the recognition of the unpopu

larity of American policy in Congress and with the 

American public as well as with America's allies. It was 

believe~ that the greater the level of American involve

ment the greater would be the political cost and the 

greater would be the pressures on the United States which 
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might ultimately lead to a de!ision to change the policy 

and agree to abandoning the Offshore Islands. 

Two pressures working against limiting the involve

ment of American forces and for expansion were the desire 

to make clear to the Chinese Comnunists that the United 

Statss would be prepared to expand its military effort in 

the event of an invasion and th@ need to use iorce suffi

cient to break the blockade . As indicated above, American 

officials in the field were given conside: able leeway in 

demonstrating their invclvement . The guiding principle 

was apparently to do things which ' ·showed the flag" with

out directly affecting military operations or provoking 

a possible clash with Chinese Communist forces. In rela

tion to breaking the blockade, American involvement was 

limited to convoying to within three miles and to intensive 

training and encouragement given to the GRC Navy. Whether 

the pressure for greater involvement would have overridden 

the pressures against expansion if the blockade had seemed 

to be working is impossible to judge, and American 

officials at the time had real doubts as to what would be 

done. 

The pressures for and against expansion oi tha mili

tary conflict and the Arrerican reaction to these pressures 

suggest the need for greater understanding of the utility 

as well as the dangers p~sed by the dec i sion to expand a 

limited conflict. It may not always be in the American 

interest to convey a determination not to use more mili

tary force than is necessary to cope with the immediate 

danger . At the same time a better understanding of the 

way in which a limited war could explode into a major 
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conflict is needed. On this and other issues, the 1958 

Offshore Islands crisis can provide useful insights and 

illustrations of the problems. But the U.S. Government 

will be able to use the lessons of the past to help meet 

future crises most effectively only if the lessons from 

this crisis are combined with those of other postwar 

military crises and these are put into a general theoreti

cal framework. 
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